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ABSTRACT. In this paper, we study algebras with involution that are isomorphic after base field extension to the tensor product of two composition algebras. To any such algebra (s/, -), we associate a quadratic form Q called the Albert form of (s/,-). The Albert form is used to give necessary and sufficient conditions for two such algebras to be isotopic.
Using a Lie algebra construction of Kantor, we are then able to give a description of the isomorphism classes of Lie algebras of index F%\, 2Eß\, E*\ and E%\. That description is used to obtain a classification of the indicated Lie algebras over R((Ti,...,T")),n<3.
If (Wx, -) and (W$, -) are composition algebras of dimension mi and m2 respectively (with their standard involutions), then we call an algebra with involution that is isomorphic to (Wi, -) ® (W2, -) an (mi, m2)-product algebra or simply a product algebra. Product algebras and their forms (algebras that become product algebras after base field extension) are members of a class of nonassociative algebras with involution called structurable algebras. Hence, given a form ($/,-) of a product algebra, a Lie algebra 5£($f, -) can be constructed using a construction of Kantor [20, 5] (see §1).
From the point of view of the study of exceptional simple Lie algebras over nonalgebraically closed fields, the most interesting case occurs when one of the composition algebras has dimension 8. Indeed, we show in §6 of this paper that the Kantor construction induces a 1-1 correspondence of the set of isotopy classes of division algebra forms of (8, m)-product algebras onto the set of isomorphism classes of central simple Lie algebras of index I (as defined by Tits in [29] according as m = 1,2,4 or 8. Consequently, it is of interest to classify division algebra forms of (8,m)-product algebras up to isotopy. A form of a product algebra (s/,-) is either itself a product algebra or it is obtainable via the corestriction functor from a single composition algebra over a quadratic extension (see §2). In either case, one can define in a natural fashion a quadratic form, called the Albert form of (ssf,-), on the space S" = {s G J¡/\s = -s} of skew-hermitian elements (see §3). For example, in the case when (s/,-) = (Wi,-)®(W2,-) is a product algebra, Q is defined by Q(si®l + l®s2) = A(ni(si) -n2(s2)), where n¿ is the norm on ^¿, i -1,2, and A ^ 0 is a fixed constant. If (s/, -) is a form of an (8, m)-product algebra, then (sé, -) is a division algebra if and only if its Albert form is anisotropic (and the center of sé is a field if m = 2) (see §3). Moreover, we show in §5 that two forms of (8, m)-product algebras are isotopic if and only if their Albert forms are similar. This result is obtained using some results on the even Clifford algebra of Q proved in §4 and a lemma of Seligman regarding isomorphisms of graded Lie algebras.
The results mentioned so far reduce the classification of Lie algebras of index I (as above) to the classification of anisotropic Albert forms up to similarity. In the last part of this paper we use this reduction to study Lie algebras of index / over some special fields. In particular, in §7, we obtain a classification of Lie algebras of index J over the field R((Ti,T2,... ,Tn)) of iterated Laurent series in n variables with real coefficients for n < 3.
Two other constructions that can be shown to yield all Lie algebras of index / have been given in [26, pp. 242-258 ; 27, Chapters 5 and 6] and in [3] (see also [12, 13] ). Seligman's construction in [26, 27] is from a quadratic form subject to restrictions on its Clifford algebra (see §6), while the construction in [3] is from a ternary algebra obtained (at least in some cases) from a pair of composition algebras. The emphasis in the present work is on the specific realization of the quadratic forms needed (for exceptional Lie algebra construction) as Albert forms.
The results allow one to use both the theory of quadratic forms and the theory of composition algebras in the study of the Lie algebras of index /.
The Lie algebra .^(sf,-).
Throughout the paper, we assume that /£ is a field of characteristic 0 and that all algebras are finite dimensional over yi. We also assume that all algebras (except of course Lie algebras) are unital.
If (sé, -) is an algebra with involution (by which we mean an antiautomorphism of period 2) over ¿, then we put y = y(J/,-) = {6GJ/|s = -s} and MT = StT'sf, -) = {h £ s/ \ h = h}, in which case, s/ = J?7©^. We denote by Lx and Rx the operators on sé defined by Lxy -xy and Rxy = yx. We use the notation \x,y} = xy -yx and [x, y, z) = (xy)z -x(yz)
for the commutator and associator on sé respectively. A structurable algebra is an algebra (sé, -) with involution such that ['i ,S/i '2,ujJ = *{x,y,z},w ~ ' z,{y,x,w} for all x,y,z,w G sé, where the operator Vx,y and the triple product { , } on sé are defined by VXtVz = {x, y, z} = (xy)z + (zy)x -(zx)y.
For the rest of this section, we assume that (s/, -) is a structurable algebra. We next recall the definition and the relevant properties of the Lie algebra 3£(stf, -).
First of all, let Instrl(ja/, -) be the Lie algebra of endomorphisms of $f spanned by {Vx>y | x,y £ Ssf}. Then, L.y-L.y is an ideal of Instrl(j/,-) [4, §2] . Theorem 10] , where the relative rank is the dimension of a maximal split toral subalgebra [26, p. 2] . We are particularly interested in this paper in studying central simple Lie algebras of relative rank 1. These can be constructed from central division algebras.
Indeed, recall that x £ sé is said to be conjugate invertible with conjugate inverse ■2 £ Sé if VXtX = Id (or equivalently VXtX -Id). In that case, Ux £ End,/(j/), defined by Uxy = {x,y,x}, is invertible, and x = Ux1x. If each x ^ 0 G sé is conjugate invertible, we call (sé, -) a division algebra. (If sé is a Jordan algebra and -= Id, or if (sé, -) is an alternative algebra with involution, then this notion of division algebra agrees with the classical notion of Jordan division algebra or alternative division algebra respectively [8, In view of the above remarks, it is important to study the isomorphism problem for the Lie algebras Jf(sé,-).
For that purpose, recall that two structurable algebras (sé,-) and (sé',-) are said to be isotopic (written (sé,-) ~ (sé1,-)) if there exists an invertible linear mapping a: sé i-► sé' such that a{x,y,z} = {ax,ày,az} for some invertible linear mapping à: sé i-► j/' and all x,t/,z £ sé. In that case à is uniquely determined and a is called an isotopy of (j/,-) onto (j/',-).
We then have THEOREM 1.3. The following are equivalent:
(a)(j/,-)~(j/',-), (b) Jí(sé,-) = .ßf(se', -) as Z-graded Lie algebras.
Moreover, if (sé, -) and (j/;, -) are central division algebras, then (a) and (b) are equivalent to (c) Jf(.Q/,-) S Jf(.#",-) as Lz'e algebras.
PROOF. The equivalence of (a) and (b) is proved in [8, Proposition 12.3] . Suppose then that (sé,-) and (sé1,-) are central division algebras and that there exists a Lie algebra isomorphism ep: 3T(sé,-) >-> .5í(sé', -). By Theorem 1.2, Jf(sé,-) and .T(sé',-) have relative rank 1. Thus, ET = /ÍVXA in S?(sé,-)
and ¿7"' = y/Vi,i in ^(j/', -) are maximal split toral subalgebras. But then ep(H~) and ¿7"' are maximal split toral subalgebras of 3f(sé', -). Hence, there exists an automorphism 6 of .%(sé',-) such that 6ep(Sr) = ^"' [26, Theorem 1.2]. But the eigenvalues of tàjrtsf,-ff\,\ and &à\.7f'sf',-)Vi,i are 0, ±1, and possibly ±2. Hence, 6ej>(VXiX) = iVi,!. But there exists an automorphism e of.5?(sé',-) such that eVx,x = -Vi,i [5, §2]. Replacing 6 by e6 if necessary, we may assume that 6ep{Viti) = Vi¿. But then, since ,%i is the i-eigenspace of adxis^,-){Vi,i) for i G Z, it follows that 0</> preserves the Z-grading. □ As a consequence of the above results, we see that the isomorphism classes of relative rank 1 central simple Lie algebras are in 1-1 correspondence with the isotopy classes of central structurable division algebras. We are therefore interested in the isotopy problem for central simple structurable algebras, and we will pay particular attention to the division algebra case.
Forms of product algebras.
The class of central simple structurable algebras is made up of five subclasses [4, Theorem 25] . One of the most interesting of these subclasses consists of forms of tensor products of composition algebras. Our goal in this paper is to identify the division algebras and study the isotopy problem in this subclass.
By a composition algebra (W, -), we will mean a composition algebra W in the usual sense [14] together with its standard involution -. In that case, we denote by n = U'/r and t = ty the norm and trace respectively on &'. Then, x = -x + i(x)l for x £W, and so ;r(f,-) = /l and S*(W, -) = {x G W | t(x) = 0}.
We call the restriction of n to S^(W, -) the pure norm, of W. We also denote by n the bilinear form on W defined by n(x, y) = n(x + y) -n(x) -n(y). If (Wi, -) is a composition algebra of dimension m¿, i = 1,2, then the algebra Ctoi, -)®(îo2, -) (with tensor product multiplication and involution) is structurable [4, §8] . We call an algebra with involution (sé,-) that is isomorphic to such an algebra (Wx, -) ® (f<o2, -) an (mi, m2)-product algebra or simply a product algebra.
In that case we can identify (sé,-) = (Wi,-)® (%,-).
We can then identify ^i and $ §2 with the subalgebras ^ ® 1 and 1 ® 8^ respectively of (sé, -). We then have & = S\ ® 1 © 1 ® ^5 = ^1 ©^2, where ^ = S^ffî,-), i = 1,2. If ¿5* ^ 0, the subspaces J?¿ that are nonzero can be characterized as the maximal subspaces of S? consisting of elements whose squares are in 4\. Hence, the subspaces J?¿ and therefore the subalgebras ^ are determined up to order by (sé, -); that is they are independent up to order of the identifying isomorphism. We call the subalgebras fêi and ^o the factors of (sé, -).
By a form of an (mi, m2)-product algebra or simply a form of a product algebra, we mean an algebra with involution (sé, -) such that (sé, -)¿ = (sé, -) ®y L is an (mi,m2)-product algebra over L for some extension L/4. We can construct forms of product algebras via the corestriction functor.
Indeed, suppose that (fê, -) is a composition algebra of dimension m > 1 over a quadratic extension K of /. Let Gal (if///) = (a). Let (ft?, -) be the composition algebra over if with the same addition, multiplication, and involution as (W,-), but with new scalar multiplication o given by aox = a(a)x. Then, let corKj/(W, -) be the algebra with involution over / consisting of the fixed points in (9?, -) ®/f ("fé, -) of the cr-semilinear automorphism U determined by U(x <&y) = y <& x. In that case the natural mapping cor/f//(^7, -) ®/ if h-> (W, -) ®k {"^, -) is a ifalgebra isomorphism, and so corK//(W, -) is a form of an (m, m)-product algebra. Thus, corK//f(W, -) is structurable. We call an algebra with involution (sé, -) that is isomorphic to such an algebra cor/<y/(^', -) a twisted (m,m)-product algebra or simply a twisted product algebra. In that case, we can identify (sé,-) = corK/A&,-), and we then have 5P = {Si ® 1 + 1 ® Si I Si G S*(W, -)}.
The constructions given above are in fact sufficient to give all forms of product algebras. This follows (at least in the case when one of the factors is octonion) from the classification arguments in [4 and 5] . We indicate now a more straightforward (and standard) argument. THEOREM 2.1. Suppose (sé,-) is a form of an (mi,m2)-product algebra. Then, (sé,-) is either an (mi,m2)-product algebra or if mi = m2 > 1 a twisted (mi,mi)-product algebra.
PROOF. By hypothesis, there exists an extension M//f such that (sé, -)M = (sé,-) ®y M is an (mi,m2)-product algebra over M. By extending M further we may assume that the factors of (sé,-)M are split and hence defined over /. Hence, (sé,-)M = (38,-)m for some (mi,m2)-product algebra (38,-) over 4. Thus, (sé, -)l = (38, -)l for some finite Galois extension L//'. Hence, where (z §¿, -) is a composition algebra over if of dimension mx, i = 1,2, and o(W2) -Wx. Hence, the mapping (sé,-)K ^ (%.,-) ®k {"%.,-) determined by Xi ®k x2 i-» xi <8>k ox2 is a if-algebra isomorphism that maps (sé,-) onto corK//((Wi,-). D REMARKS, (i) If (sé, -) = coTx/jCt?, -) is a twisted (m,m)-product algebra then S? does not contain any nonzero elements whose square is in Al. Thus, (sé, -) is not also a product algebra.
(ii) Suppose that (sé,-) -(&i,-) <8> (^2,-) is a product algebra. Then, the Lie algebra ,W(sé,-) is isomorphic to one of the Lie algebras constructed using Tits' second Lie algebra construction (see [28 or 24, pp. 121-127] ). Indeed, let be the Jordan algebra of 3 x 3-matrices over ^ satisfying 7-1A" 7 = X, where
is the Lie algebra constructed using the second Tits' construction from Wi and ^. Our proof of this remark makes use of the internal characterization (and its proof), given in [5, §4], of the Lie algebras obtained from the construction (sé,-) >-* 3^(sé,-).
Since the calculations involved are quite lengthy and since we shall not make use of this remark, we omit the details.
We conclude this section by recording a few of the basic facts about forms of (mi,m2)-product algebras. For that purpose, recall that an invariant form on an álgebra with involution (sé, -) is a symmetric bilinear form xonj/ such that X{x,V) = x{x,y) and x{*x,y) = x(x,zy) for x,y,z £ sé [4, §6] . Also, we denote the nucleus and center of sé by Nuc(j/) PROOF. We use standard facts about composition algebras. Namely, the norm bilinear form is invariant and nondegenerate. Also, if (cf, -) is an octonion algebra, then Nuc(¿?) = /l. cf is central simple, and 3"(<f,-) = [3"(cf,-),3"(cf,-), S"(Lf,-)\.
(i) If (sé, -) = (Wx, -) ® (W2, -) is a product algebra, then there exists a unique symmetric bilinear form xonSé such that x{xi®x2,yi®yi) = ni(xi,yi)n2(x2,y2). One easily checks that x has the required properties. Suppose then that (sé, -) = cor Kj j'(W, -) is a twisted product algebra. Define x on (W, -)®k^^, ~) as above. Now (sé, -) is spanned by elements of the form x®x and we have x{x®x,V®V) -n^(x,y)o(n;r(x,y)) G 4, since the norm of "8? is cron^. Thus, xI^xj/ does the job.
(ii) It suffices to prove that %? is spanned by elements of the form soi = st + ts, where s,t £ 3^. For this we can extend the base field and assume (sé,-) = (Wi, -)®((*o2, -) is a product algebra, (ii) is then straightforward since (si +s2)2 = (-ni(si) -n2(s2))l+2si ® s2 for s, G 3* and %* = 41 ©3"\ ®3e2. In the proofs of (iii) (vi), we can extend the base field and assume 4 is alge- Assume for the rest of this paper that (sé, -) is a form of an (mi,m2)-product algebra. The key to the study of (sé,-) is a quadratic form Q = <3(.i/,-) defined on 3? = 3"(sé,-) called the Albert form of (sé,-). In the case when (mi,m2) = (4.4), this form has been used by Albert [1] and Jacobson [18] in their studies of (4,4)-product algebras. The terminology follows Jacobson [18] . We also introduce a linear mapping \\ = \\^./_y. 3^ t-> 3", called the \\-mapping of (sé,-), that is closely related to Q. To define Q and t] we consider cases.
Suppose first of all that (sé, -) = (Wx, -) ® (gj, -) is a product algebra. Fix a nonzero constant A G 4. Define Q: 3f t-> 4 by
for Sj G S"i, i -1,2, where n¿ = n^., i' = 1,2. Q is a nondegenerate quadratic form on 3". Define \\ : 3> ^ 3" by (si+s2)* =A(si -s2).
Since the factors of (sé, -) are determined up to order by (sé, -), the Albert form Q and the [j-mapping are determined up to nonzero multiple by (sé, -).
Suppose secondly that (sé, -) = cor/f//(g', -) is a twisted product algebra. Observe that the extension of Q and \\ to (W, -) ®k C"&, -) are respectively the Albert form and the tj-mapping of (W', -) ®k C7^, -)■ Hence, Q is nondegenerate, and Q and \\ are determined up to nonzero multiple by (sé, -). We have thus defined Q and \ for any form of a product algebra. As usual, we also denote by Q the bilinear form Q : 3^ x 3" »-> 4 defined by
Q(s,t)=Q(s + t)-Q(s)-Q(t).
In the rest of this paper, we will use all of the above notation, as well as that of §2, without comment.
We now want to derive the basic identities satisfied by Q and t). To do so we require the identities (6) and (43)]. Of course, in (3.2) (and elsewhere), sts can be written unambiguously because of (3.1).
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use PROOF. Equations (3.4) are clear. To prove the others, we may extend the base field and assume that (sé,-) = (gi,-) <8> (g^,-) and hence that A = 1. Write s = si + s2, t = ti + t2, where s¿,í¿ G 3^, i = 1,2. Then, if x = xi ® x2, where x, G gj, i = 1,2, we have
Thus, LSLS: = -Q(s)Id. Similarly, LstLs = -Q(s) Id. This proves (3.6). Applying (3.6) to 1 yields (3.5). Next
But Sjíj + íjSj = -n¿(si,ít)l and In [6. Theorems 5.1 and 5.2], conditions were given for forms of product algebras to be division algebras. It is important for our purposes, and simpler, to formulate the conditions in terms of the Albert form. THEOREM 3.14. Let (sé,-) be a form of an (mx,m2) -product algebra. Then, (sé, -) is a division algebra if and only if the Albert form of (sé', -) is anisotropic andcent(sé) is afield.
PROOF. If (mx,m2) = (1,1) or (2,2), then cent(sé) = sé and the theorem follows from Corollary 3.13. Suppose that (mi,m2) ^ (1,1) or (2,2). Then, (sé, -) is central simple and sé is generated, as an algebra without unit element, by 3*. But then according to [6, Theorem 3.2] , (sé, -) is a division algebra if and only if Cent(J^) is a field and every nonzero element of 3? is conjugate invertible. The result then follows from Corollary 3.13. D REMARK. The factors of a product division algebra are division algebras, since subalgebras of division algebras are division algebras [6, §2] . Also, if a twisted product algebra corK/¿(W, -) is a division algebra, then (W, -) is a division algebra, since otherwise there exists Si G 3P(W, -) such that n(si) = -1 and so Q(si <g>l + l®sx) =0. PROOF. This follows from Theorem 3.14 and Proposition 2.2(iv) if m = 4 or 8. Suppose then that m = 2 and that Q is anisotropic. Now sé is the direct sum of fields, dim (tí/) = 4, and -is an automorphism of sé with dim(%'(sé, -)) = 2. Thus, either sé is a field, (sé,-) = (3, -) © (%', -), where (3, -), (%, -) are
, where L/4 is a quadratic extension and ex is the exchange involution. In the second case there exists s / 0 G 3? such that Ls is not invertible, and so Q is not anisotropic. In the last case, there exists s ^ 0 £3* such that s2 G 4l, and so (sé, -) is not twisted.
Thus, Sé is a field. D License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use 4. lnstrl(sé, -) and the even Clifford algebra of Q. In this section, we study the structure of the Lie algebras .5?0 -lnstû(sé, -) as well as the (related) structure of the even Clifford algebra of Q.
If q is quadratic form defined on a vector space 'V', we denote by C(W, q) (resp. C+(T~,q)) the Clifford algebra (resp. the even Clifford algebra) of q. We will make frequent use of the classical structure theorem for C+C^~,Q) [17, Theorem 4.13] . We also require the following universal property:
LEMMA 4.1. Suppose q is a nondegenerate quadratic form on a vector space W. Suppose that ep: 2^ x ^~ i-> 38 is a bilinear mapping into an associative algebra ¿18 such that Finally, if Id G My,y, then 2ldy = 02(ld) G 0(3", Q), giving a contradiction.
Thus, our decomposition is direct. G We put A = NucJ/. Then, A is described in Proposition 2.2(iii). Also, (A, -) is a subalgebra of (sé, -) and so 3" (A, -) = 3" D A. PROOF. By Proposition 2.2, (sé, -) possesses a nondegenerate invariant bilinear form and sé is generated, as an algebra without 1, by 3". These are the only conditions required to use the argument on pp. 145-146 of [6] show that R/'rtA H (LyLy) = {0}. Suppose then that Rs £ RynA n (LyLy). Then, Rs = aid + A, where a G 4, A G My,y. Thus, R6s\y = 2aldy + As\y. But R6a\y = 0 and A¿|,^ E#(3",Q). Taking traces of both sides then gives a = 0 and hence A6\ y = {0}. Thus, A = 0. G Now sé is a right A-module under the natural action (a, A) 1-» aX. Then, Endosé denotes the //-algebra of A-module endomorphisms of sé. Also, we use the notation S^ to denote the subalgebra (with unit element) generated by a subset S of End¿ sé. Thus, it suffices to prove the reverse inclusion and the final statement about the injectivity of 6. For this we may assume that 4 is algebraically closed and that (sé,-) = (gi,-) ® (%, -), where dim(g¿) = m¿, i = 1,2 and mx > m2. We put d = dim(t5^) = mi + m2 -2 and e = dim(A). Suppose first that A is simple. Then, (mi,m2) = (4,1), (4,4), (8, 1) , (8, 4) , or (8, 8) . Now dim(C+(3i', Q)) = 2d_1, and so dim((LyLy)í) = 2a"1 or 2d"2 accord- PROOF. Since C+(3",Q) is either simple or the direct sum of two isomorphic simple ideals [17, p. 237] , this follows from the theorem unless mi,m2 < 2. But if mi,77i2 < 2, then 6 maps C+(3,,Q) onto (LyLy)^ = lL, = L&. Counting dimensions, we see that 6 is an isomorphism. G 5. The isotopy problem. We suppose in this section that (sé, -) is a form of an (mi, m2)-product algebra and (sé1, -) is a form of an (m'x,m'2)-product algebra. We wish to solve the isotopy problem for forms of product algebras, that is give necessary and sufficient conditions for (sé,-) to be isotopic to (sé1,-). Now if (Sé,-) ~ (sé1,-), then dim(3"(sé,-)) = dim(3í'(sé',-)) [8, Lemma 12.1] and hence {mi,m2} = {mi/ ,m'2}. Thus, we may as well assume from the outset that mi =m\ andm2 = m2. We write3?' = 3"(sé',-),%" = (sé',-),Q' = Q,^,_), etc. For notational convenience, we use t] for the ^-mapping of both algebras. If {mi,m2} t¿ {8,4} or {8,8}, then the isotopy problem has been studied in [7] . The results there imply THEOREM 5.1. Suppose that (sé,-) and (sé',-) are forms of (mx,m2)-product algebras, where {mi,m2} ^ {8,4} or {8,8}. Then, (Sé,-) ~ (sé',-) * (sé,-) = (sé',-).
Moreover, if (sé, -) and (sé', -) are product algebras, then they are isotopic if and only if they have isomorphic factors (up to order).
PROOF. We need only prove the first statement.
If (mi,m2) ^ (2,2), then (sé,-) and (sé',-) are simple and alternative, and the result follows from [7, Corollary 7.6] . If (mi,m2) = (2,2), then (sé.-) and (sé',-) are associative and the result follows from [7, Corollary 4.10] . G This theorem is a satisfactory answer to the isotopy problem in the cases covered by its hypotheses. It leaves us with the cases {n»i,m2} = {8,4} and {8,8} to consider. In those cases, we will see that isotopy is equivalent to similarity of the Albert forms. Since the Albert form is of interest in all cases, we do not restrict ourselves only to the consideration of the cases {mi,m2} = {8,4} and {8,8}.
In q and q' are quadratic forms on vector spaces 2^ and 2^' respectively, recall that a similarity of q onto q' is a /-linear bijection /?: 2r i-► W such that q'(ßv) = ptq(v) for all v £ 2^" and some fixed nonzero constant p. £ 4. In that case, we say that q and q' are similar and write q ~ q''. p is called the multiplier of ß. Suppose next that {mi,m2} = {4,1}, {4,2}, or {4,4} and that sé = sé'. If {mi,m2} = {4,1}, then any isomorphism preserves the involutions, and so (sé,-) = (sé',-), which implies that Q ~ Q'. If {m1,m2} = {4,2} and the 2-dimensional factor (= Cent(J^)) of (sé,-) is split, then (sé ,-) = (3 ®3op,ex) and (sé',-) = (3' ®3'op,ex), where 3 and 3' are quaternion algebras with opposite algebras 3op and 3'op respectively, and ex is the exchange involution in each case. But then since 3 = 3op and 3' = 3,op, sé = sé' implies that 3 = 3'. Thus, (sé,-) = (sé',-), which implies that Q ~ Q'. Thus, we may assume that: (a) (sé,-) is a (4,2)-product algebra with Cent(j^) a field, or (b) (sé,-) is a form of a (4,4)-product algebra. Let r and r' denote the involutions on sé and sé' respectively.
Using the given isomorphism we may identify sé and sé' (but not t and r'). In case (a), r and r' are involutions of the second kind on sé. In case (b), r and r' are orthogonal involutions on sé, that is dim(3"(sé,t)) = d'ixa(3í'(sé,r')) = 6. In either case it is well known (and easy to verify) that there exists an invertible a £ sé so that ra = a and t'x = a(rx)a~l for x G sé. In that case, &» = 3"(sé,T') = a3*(sé,T) = a3". PROOF. Define cf>: 3" x3" ^ C+(3i",Q') by cj>(s,t) = (l/p)(ßs)c(ßt). Then,
p2ej>(r,s)c<i>(r,t) = (ßr)c(ßs)c(ßr)c(ßt) = -(ßr)c(ßr)c(ßs)c(ßt)+Q'(ßr,ßs)(ßr)c(ßt) = -Q'(ßr)(ßs)c(ßt)+Q'(ßr,ßs)(ßr)c(ßt) = p,2(-Q(r)ej)(S,t) + Q(r.s)<f>(r,t)).
Thus, the existence of a unique algebra homomorphism 7 satisfying (5.9) follows from Lemma 4. sé1,-) ) is a product algebra, we denote its factors by gi, W2 (resp. g/, gj), where dim(gi) = 8 (resp. dim(gî') = 8 We wish to construct an isomorphism n so that (5.16) commutes. If m2 = 1 or 2, then 6 and 6' are isomorphisms (by Theorem 4.5) and the existence of n is clear. Suppose that m2 = 4 or 8. Then, the kernel of 6 is one of the simple summands of C+(3fi, Q) and a similar remark holds for 6'. But if p: 3" 1-> 3" is the Q-equivalence that sends one element in a Q-orthogonal basis to its negative and fixes the other elements in the basis, then the induced automorphism of C+(3", Q) that sends set to (ps)c(pt) (Lemma 5.8) is not the identity map on the center of C+(3",Q) (by [17, p. 237] ), and hence it exchanges the simple summands of C+(3", Q). Thus, replacing ß by ß o p if necessary, we may assume that 7 sends the kernel of 6 onto the kernel of 6', and so we have an isomorphism n such that (5.16) commutes.
From the commutativity of (5.16), Proposition 4.2, and (5.9), it follows that n(LaLt>) = (l/p)L0sL(0ty.
Also, by (4.6), n is an isomorphism of Endosé onto EndA/.#'. Now if m2 = 1,2, or 8, our assumptions imply that A and A' are fields, and so there exists a //-linear bijection a: sé ^ sé' such that n(A) = aAa~l for A G Endosé [17, p. 206 ].
Thus, we may assume that m2 = 4. But then since A is central simple the natural Recall that the type of a semisimple Lie algebra 3? is the type of 3fu, where Í2 is the algebraic closure of 4.
If Xn is one of the exceptional simple types (D4,G2,F4,E6,E7 or E8), a Lie algebra 3f is said to have index 9Xtnr if 3? is central simple of type Xn, n is the rank of 3fçi, r is the relative rank of 3?, r + t is the dimension of the centralizer of a maximal split toral subalgebra of 3f, and g is the order of the quotient of the Galois group Gal(fi///) that operates effectively on the Dynkin diagram of ^n [29, p. 54] . If Xn = G2, F4, E7 or Es, g must be 1
and so g is omitted from the notation. The following result, which is in part a summary of some of our earlier results, shows that the classification of central simple Lie algebras with index (6.1) is equivalent to the classification up to similarity of certain Albert forms. (e) The factors of (sé, -) are isomorphic to the factors of (sé1, -).
PROOF. The equivalence of (b) and (c) follows from Theorem 3.14 and Proposition 2.2(iv). The equivalence of (a), (ß) and (7) follows from Theorems 1.3 and 5.4 (iii). The equivalence of (ß), (6) and (e) in the case m < 2 follows from Theorem 5.1. Thus, we need only prove the equivalence of (a) and (b).
" ( [29] ). Thus, -W(sé,-) has type E6.
"(a)=>(b)" Suppose 3? is central simple of index i. Thus, 3f has relative rank 1 and so, by Theorem 1.2, we may assume that 3f = .5f(sé, -) for some central structurable division algebra (sé,-). Then 3~ = 4Vi,i is a maximal split toral subalgebra of3f. Let ./# be a Cart an subalgebra of 3C containing £T, and E be the roots of »#n in 3q. We may order E so that the simple system A = {ax,..., an} of roots satisfies a¿(Vi,i) = 0 or 1 for all i. The a¿ such that a¿(Vi,i) = 1 are the simple roots contained in the circled orbit on the diagrams in [29, Table II] . Examining the diagrams for the given indices, we see that there is in each case more than one root a = Yl niai sucri that the sum over the circled orbit of the n¿'s is 2. Thus, dim(3^) = dim (^2) > 1. Consequently, 3f(sé,-) is central simple of type F4, Eq, E-j or Eg and dim(t5^) > 1. Hence, according to the case-by-case examination of the possibilities for 3? (sé, -) given in [5, §8], it follows that (sé, -) is a form of an (8, m) given constructions that yield all Lie algebras of index (6.1) starting from a nondegenerate quadratic form q defined on a vector space 2^ and an irreducible module for the Clifford algebra C(3?',q). The quadratic form q is assumed to not represent 1, 2^ is assumed to have dimension 6, 7, 9 or 13 respectively, and the Clifford algebra C(27",g) is assumed to have a specified structure. For example, in the case dim(2r) = 7, (7(2^,0) is assumed to be a full matrix algebra over a quadratic extension of 4. Now if (sé,-) is a division algebra form of an (8, m)-product algebra, then we may fix an element s0 ^ 0 G 3" and put 'V -(4sq)-1 (with respect to the Albert form Q) and q = -(1/Q(sq))Q\ 7 . Then, q does not represent 1 (since Q is anisotropic), and dim(2r) = 6,7,9, or 13 according as m = 1,2,4 or 8. Moreover, we have C(T, q) = C+(3", Q) [17, Theorem 4.13] . Thus, in view of Corollary 4.8,
we have certain restrictions on the structure of (7(2^, q). Those restrictions are precisely the structural restrictions assumed by Seligman in his constructions. The Lie algebra constructed by Seligman from q is undoubtably isomorphic to 3í(sé,-), although we have not checked that assertion.
(ii) Any Lie algebra of type F4 is isomorphic to the derivation algebra of an exceptional central simple Jordan algebra, and two such Lie algebras are isomorphic if and only if the corresponding Jordan algebras are isomorphic [31, Theorems 4 and 2]. Theorem 6.2 in the case m = 1 (see [29, p. 61] ) can also be easily proved using this fact, Remark (ii) of §2, and standard results about exceptional central simple Jordan algebras.
We conclude this section by applying Theorem 6.2 to obtain new proofs of some known descriptions of Lie algebras of index (6.1) over real closed fields, local fields, and number fields. We require some notation.
First of all, if 61,...,6r £ 4, we denote by (61,... ,6r) the quadratic form q(xi,... ,xr) = 8xx\ + -■ ■+brx2 defined on4r. We use the symbol = for equivalence of quadratic forms.
Next if ai,..., a¡ j± 0 G 4, where 0 < / < 3, we denote by the composition algebra of dimension 2l obtained by / applications of the CayleyDickson process starting from / and using the scalars ai,...,a¡ [24, pp. 45-46] . If the base field is understood from the context, we also use the rotation (e*i,... ,a¡) for this algebra. Any composition algebra arises in this way [14, Theorem 1] . If / = 1,2 or 3, the pure norm of (ax,... ,a¡) is equivalent respectively to /" "x (-»i), {-(Xi,-a2,aia2), or (-e*i, -a2, -0:3, aia2, »103, a2a3, -aia2a3).
Suppose now that 4 is real closed. Then, the composition division algebras of dimension > 1 are (-1), (-1,-1) , and (-1,-1,-1). By (6.3), the pure norm of any of these algebras represents 1, and so the Albert form of the tensor product of any two of them is isotropic. Also the unique quadratic extension 4(\f^l) of 4 is algebraically closed [21, Theorem VII.2.5], and so the Albert form of any twisted (8, 8 )-product algebra is isotropic. Thus, there is one (8, l)-product division algebra (( -1, -1, -1) , -) and no division algebra forms of (8,m)-product algebras for m > 1. Correspondingly, there is one Lie algebra with index F|\ over 4 and none with index 2E^9X, E7\ or E%\.
Suppose next that 4 is a local field, by which we mean a field with complete discrete valuation and finite residue class field. Consequently, the Albert form of (38i, -) ® (g^, -) is isotropic. Thus, the Albert form of (sé, -) is isotropic. Thus, there are no Lie algebras of index E78x over 4. The final index 2£ß9i is covered by the following. is a bijection of the set of elements of G satisfying (6.5) onto the set of isomorphism classes of Lie algebras of index 2E2,9X. The fact that this mapping is well defined and one-to-one can also be deduced from a more general isomorphism criterion due to Brown [9; 11, Theorem 7.2] for certain Lie algebras of type Ee over a number field. We also note that Ferrar has shown that all Lie algebras of type Eq over a number field can be constructed using Tits' second construction [11, Theorem 6.4] .
(ii) For all possible indices I, the existence or nonexistence of Lie algebras of index i over R, p-adic fields, or number fields has been tabulated in Table II of [29] . The above discussion confirms the entries in that table corresponding to the indices (6.1). Then, by induction on n and Corollary 1.3 of [21] , it follows that a *-► oi4x2 is a bijection of Gn onto 4X¡4x2.
We use this bijection to identify Gn = 4X /4x2 and hence regard Gn as a group. Then, Gn = Z2 + 1 under the mapping (lr¡, lx,..., ln) 1-> (_l)ioyb --Tip of Z"+1 onto Gn, where Z2 denotes the integers modulo 2. Using the work of Springer on quadratic forms over a field with a complete discrete valuation [21, §6.1], the following result is easy to prove: PROPOSITION 7.5. Let q be a nondegenerate quadratic form over 4n. Then (i) There exist Si,... ,6r G G" such that (7.6) q*(6i,...,6r).
(ii) q is anisotropic o Si ^ -Sj for all i,j. follows from (ii) applied to the quadratic form (-6,6i,... ,6r) . G If <j is an anisotropic quadratic form over 4n, we call the elements 6i,... ,Sr G Gn satisfying (7.6) the diagonal entries of o.
We now consider the composition division algebras over 4n. These algebras can be described using the methods developed by Petersson in [23] . We indicate here an alternate approach. We need the fact that if l'ai,...,an then n¿ is equivalent to If g7 is a composition division algebra over 4n, we define D%? to be the subgroup of Gn consisting of those elements of Gn that are represented by the norm n^ of g3. Since n-¿ is anisotropic, D<? is the union of {1} and the set of elements of Gn that are represented by the pure norm of W (by Proposition 7.5(iv)). Also, since W is a division algebra, -1 is not represented by the pure norm of g7, and hence -1 ^LV UW = (ai,...,at), then, by Proposition 7.5(iv) and (7.7), PROOF. Suppose first that g7 is given by (7.10). Then, njr = (6i,...,62i) by (7.7), where 61,... ,62i are the elements of H repeated 2l~p times. Thus, if W is not a division algebra, then 6 --e for some 6,e £ H (by Proposition 7.5(h)) and hence -1 G H. Consequently, g7 is a division algebra and D^ = H.
Next suppose that 3 -(ai, ... ,a¡) is a division algebra with Dg¡ = H. We may assume that the ctj's are arranged so that H -gp(-eti,..., -ap). Then, if p < i < I, we have -q¿ g H. Consequently, by (7.7), ng = (si,... ,e2¡), where £i,...,£2i are the elements of H repeated 2i_p times. Thus, n& = n% and so 3 = g7 [24, Theorem 3.23] . G COROLLARY 7.11. Suppose 0 < / < 3. T/ien, i/ie mapping & y-> D<g> is a bijection of the set of isomorphism classes of composition division algebras of dimension 2l over 4n onto the set of subgroups of Gn of order < 2l that do not contain -1.
Suppose n > 1. Then, we may regard G"_i as a subgroup of Gn in the obvious fashion. Suppose 0 < p < 3. Then, the subgroups of Gn of order 2P that do not contain -1 are precisely the subgroups:
(i) H, where H is a subgroup of order 2P of Gn-i such that -1 £ H.
(ii) gp(ü, ocTn), where H is a subgroup of order 2P_1 of G"_i such that -1 £ H and a G Gn_i.
Moreover, subgroups gp(#, aTn) and gp(ü', a'Tn) as in (ii) are equal if and only if H = H' and aH = a'H.
The remarks in the previous paragraph allow us to inductively construct the subgroups of G" that have order < 23 and do not contain -1. Consequently, by Corollary 7.11 and Proposition 7.9, we can obtain the composition division algebras over 4n.
If we follow the procedure described above for n < 3, we obtain Ta6/e 7.12 of composition division algebras of dimension m over 43 (up to isomorphism). We omit the trivial case m = 1 from the table. In all cases in the table, the parameters p, o and r can take on arbitrary values from {-1,1}. Also, the composition division algebras of dimension > 1 over 42 are the algebras in (i) with e G G2\{1} and the algebras in (ii) with i = 1, j = 2. The composition algebras of dimension > 1 over 4i are the algebras in (i) with e G Gi\{l}. Of course, the composition division algebras over 40 = R are R, (-1), (-1, -1) and (-1,-1,-1).
Using Table 7 .12 (and the remarks below that table), we can next consider all pairs of composition division algebras over 4n, n < 3, at least one of which has dimension 8. For each such pair gî, g^, we can calculate the Albert form of (gi, -) ® (g2, -) using (6.3). Then, using Proposition 7.5(ii), we can identify those pairs that give anisotropic Albert forms. The Albert forms so obtained can be compared up to similarity (using Proposition 7.5(iii)). This gives a classification of (8, m)-product division algebras up to isotopy (by Theorem 6.2) and hence a classification of Lie algebras of index (6.1) over 4n, n < 3 (by Theorems 6.2 and 7.3). In particular, we obtain the following theorem that describes the case m = 8, n = 3. THEOREM 7.13. The division algebra forms of (8, 8) -product algebras over 43 are up to isotopy the algebras (7.14) ((pïi,oTa,TT3),-)®((-l,-l,e),-)> where p,o,T £ {-1,1} and (7.15) £ G {-1, -pTi, -oT2, -rT3,paTxT2,prTxT3,orT2T3, -porTxT2T3}.
There are 64 such algebras (sé,-) and the corresponding Lie algebras 3£'(sé, -) represent the 64 isomorphism classes of Lie algebras of index E%\ over 43.
PROOF. We need to prove only the first statement. Suppose first that (sé, -) is a division algebra form of an (8, 8) -product algebra over 43 with Albert form Q. By Theorem 7.3, (sé,-) is an (8, 8) -product division algebra. Hence, we may assume that (sé, -) = (gi, -)®(5%2,-), where gi, g7; are in the last column of Table 7 .12. Now if gi and W2 are both in lines (i)-(iv) of the table, then the pure norms of g¡ and g^ both represent 1 and so Q is isotropic. Thus, either gi or W2 is in line (v). Hence, we may assume that where e G Gs\{l}. Then, LV2 = gp(~£) and since D^x Dfl^, = {1}, we have -£ c£ gp(-pTx, -oT2, -tT3), and hence we have (7.15) . Conversely, suppose (sé, -) = (Wi, -)®(cê2, -), where gí, g^ are given by (7.16) and (7.17) , and (7.15) is satisfied. Then, using X = 1 in the definition of the Albert form Qof(sé, -), we have (by (6.3)), Q = {-pTi, -oT2, -tT3, puTxT2, PtTxT3,otT2T3, -pcTTTxT2T3,-l,-l,-l,e,e,£,e).
By Proposition 7.5(h) and (7.15), Q is anisotropic and so (sé,-) is a division algebra.
Finally, suppose that (sé, -) is given by (7.14), subject to the condition (7.15), suppose that (sé', -) is another such algebra depending on the parameters p', a', r' and e', and suppose that (sé', -) ~ (sé, -). (We again use X = 1 in the definition of Q and Q'.) Then, Q' = pQ for some p £ G3. But -1 is a diagonal entry of Q of multiplicity 3 (by (7.18) ). Hence, -p is a diagonal entry of Q' of multiplicity 3. Thus, p = 1 (by (7.18) for Q'). Consequently, Q = Q'. Thus, by Proposition 7.5 (iii), p' = p, t' = T, a' -o and e' = £. G In a similar fashion one obtains a classification up to isotopy of the division algebra forms of (8, m)-product algebras over 4n for m = 1,2,4 or 8 and n < We omit the calculations required to obtain the above table (except for a few remarks below). The interested reader will have no difficulty working out the details using the methods described above.
REMARK. (i) The product algebras giving rise to the diagonal entries in table (7.19) can be easily listed (up to isotopy). Of course the unique (8, l)-product division algebra over 4q is ( (-1, -1, -1 where n > 0. This formula can also be used to obtain (and extend) the first column of (7.19).
(iii) We did not find, in our classification of the product division algebras over 4n for n < 3, an example of two product division algebras that are isotopic but not isomorphic. If one drops the stipulation that the algebras be division algebras one has such an example. Indeed, ((-1,-1,-1 
